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Abstract- The performance of MIMO systems can be im-
proved or optimized if channel state information (CSI) is known
at the transmitter. In such systems, the transmitter adapts
to the channel based on some channel metric(s). The design
and performance of the adaptive scheme depends on the time-
varying nature of the metric(s). Some previous work in this
area [1] includes a derivation of level crossing rates (LCR) and
average fade durations (AFD) for channel eigenvalues. In this
paper, we extend this work to study the temporal behavior of
three channel metrics. In particular, we derive the approximate
LCR and AFD for the eigenvalue sum, eigenvalue range and
simultaneous eigenmode outages. The analysis has been verified
through simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the potential benefits of Multiple Input Multiple

Output (MIMO) systems, there has been intense research
in the area of optimizing MIMO system performance and
data rates, via various applications of power allocation and/or
adaptive techniques based on eigenchannels (also known as
eigenmodes) [2]. To achieve the desired gain, most proposed
schemes need a feedback link (unless the system is TDD
based) to allow channel diagonalization at the transmitter and
therefore a realization of the eigenchannels [3]. However,
implementation of feedback is not practical in some scenarios
due to the extra resources required.

Nevertheless, feedback control schemes can be more fea-
sible in practice if the temporal behavior of the channel is
known, since appropriate adaptation rates can be evaluated.
In previous work, approximate formulas for level crossing
rates (LCR) and average fade durations (AFD) of individual
eigenvalues have been derived [1]. Many adaptive algorithms,
however, are based on the overall channel condition, instead
of individual eigenstreams.

Here we identify three different channel metrics that convey
useful information about overall channel status:

. eigenvalue sum,

. eigenvalue range,

. simultaneous eigenvalues outages.
The physical importance of these three metrics is described
below.
The eigenvalue sum is equivalent to the trace of the channel

correlation matrix or the squared Frobenius norm, which is
an important parameter of the system. It is well-known that,
when the power is uniformly allocated at the transmitter, the
eigenvalue sum indicates the effective channel gain (as in
space-time block coding schemes [4]). In general, a larger

eigenvalue sum indicates better SNR performance. Thus, some
proposed schemes have used it as a benchmark for adaptive
control. For example, an antenna selection algorithm based on
the eigenvalue sum is given in [5]. Also, in [6], a bit-allocation
algorithm over eigenmodes is discussed. In such schemes, a
higher bit budget will be given when the eigenvalue sum is
large. Thus, how the eigenvalue sum evolves over time is an
important issue for system design.
The eigenvalue spread [7] is another useful indicator of

channel state. Generally, under the assumptions of equal power
allocation and high SNR, more capacity can be attained if the
eigenvalues are less spread out. In the low SNR region, how-
ever, the optimal policy is to allocate power to the strongest
eigenmode only, so a larger eigenvalue spread is more desir-
able [8]. Also, the gain of water-filling (compared to uniform
power allocation) increases with the difference between the
largest and smallest eigenvalue due to lower power wastage
[9]; Hence we consider this eigenvalue difference as a possible
channel metric and term it the eigenvalue range or eigenvalue
distance. The usual application of such a metric is in switching
between two modes of operation, i.e. between water-filling and
uniform power allocation.

Finally, some schemes have combined STBC and eigen-
beamforming to exploit advantages from both categories
[10][ 1 1][ 12]. In such cases, the same information is conveyed
on multiple eigenmodes in order to obtain diversity gains.
However, when the gains of all the eigenmodes used drop be-
low their minimum required levels simultaneously, the system
experiences an "outage". Hence we investigate how frequently
such simultaneous outages occur.

For all three channel metrics, we compute approximate
LCRs and AFDs for the baseline channel model, where
the channel coefficients are independent, identical distributed
(i.i.d) Rayleigh. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the MIMO channel model and eigenvalue
statistics. The approximate LCR, AFD and simulations for the
three channel metrics are presented in Sections III, IV and V
respectively. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.

II. CHANNEL MODEL AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Consider a (NT, NR) MIMO system with NT transmit

and NR receive antennas. We postulate both transmitter and
receiver antenna arrays are located in rich-scattering envi-
ronments and the channel is assumed to be flat fading, so
the propagation channel H is an NR x NT matrix that
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contains i.i.d. complex Gaussian entries with zero mean and
unit magnitude variance (Rayleigh fading). Here we define
ni = min(NR,NT), n = max(NR,NT), and the in x nm
Wishart matrix W is given by

~HHt, for NR.<NTW Ht H for NT < NR (1)

where (.)t denotes Hermitian transpose. Using the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), H can be transformed into a
set of parallel scalar channels. The ordered eigenvalues of
W (A1 > ... > Am) can be regarded as power gains of in
independent spatial channels intrinsic in the multiple antenna
link [8]. The joint density function of these eigenvalues is
provided in [13]:

m m \

f(A,,...,*Am) H[(n -i)!(rm - i)! exp
t= 1 /=

m

X ]JAnm J7(A A- )2. (2)

The marginal density of any individual eigenvalue can be
obtained by serial integration since the the joint density is
simply a polynomial with exponential terms. Remarkably,
the marginal density of all eigenvalues can be approximated
extremely well by a gamma distribution for small systems, and
mixtures of gamma distributions for larger systems [14] [I.
Furthermore, the LCR formula for a gamma process across a
threshold T has been successfully derived in [1]:

independent x2-distributed random variables. Hence -y is x2-
distributed with 2NRNT degrees of freedom [13]. The prob-
ability density function (p.d.f) of ay is given by [161:

N_INf - exp(--y)
r(NRNT)

where F(-) is the gamma function.
By utilizing the LCR formula for a x2 process in [17], the

LCR formula for the eigenvalue sum can be given by

LCRT)=-I2r R(O)TNRN-1/2 exp(-T) (6)
- ~~~F(NRNT)

As in [17], R"(O) is the second derivative of the autocorre-
lation function (ACF) of the underlying Gaussians of the x2
process at Tr 0 . As we have assumed the channel is varying
according to the Jakes process, the ACF is JO(2wrfDr), where
Jo(-) symbolizes the modified zero-order Bessel function of
first kind. Thus, R"(0) is found to be -2w2fD. Substituting
in (6) a closed-form formula for the LCR of the eigenvalue
sum is acquired:

LCRJT) ='2w fD TNRNT-1/2 exp(-T)
(F(NRNT) (7)

The AFD follows trivially since

AFD,(T) = Prob(y < T)LCR-,(T) (8)

(5)

LCRG (T)
_ (OT)k-l/2v R" (O) exp(-OT)

VTIF(r)
x b(1(k-r,kk-r + 1/2,O0T) (3)

where N?(a, b, c) is the confluent hypergeometric function; r
and 0 are shape and scale parameters that can be calculated
from the first two moments of the gamma process; k is chosen
to be the smallest integer greater or equal to r. R"(O) is the
second derivative of the autocorrelation function (ACF) of the
underlying Gaussian process at r = 0 [1]. By approximating
the eigenvalue process with a gamma process and assuming
that the temporal behavior of the independent channel matrix
entries are governed by the Jakes process [15], the LCR for
individual eigenvalues has been approximated in [I] as

LCRA (T) _
(OT)k-I/2I fD V2 (1-K) exp(-0 T)

x (r+IFO(r)
x 4D(k -r, k-r + 1/2, ST).

Figs. 1-2 illustrate simulation results for the LCR and AFD of
the eigenvalue sum for (4,4) and (2,8) cases respectively, and
show excellent agreement with equations (7) and (8).

For scenarios involving correlated Rayleigh channels, the
eigenvalue sum is x2-distributed with dependent components.
Here it is possible to write down the eigenvalue sum LCR
by applying the appropriate results in [18]. Numerical com-
putation and the resulting LCR appears to be difficult and is
beyond the scope of this paper.

100

0

(4) 0 io'~

where fD is the maximum Doppler shift and K is a case-
dependent constant that need to be calculated. More details
are given in [11.

10-
III. LCR FOR EIGENVALUE SUM

Since the eigenvalue sum, denoted y, is equivalent to the
trace of a Wishart matrix, it is in fact a sum of 2NRNT
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Fig. 1. The LCR of eigenvalue sum for a (4,4) system.
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Fig. 2. The AFD of eigenvalue sum for a (2,8) system.
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Fig. 3. p.d.f of u in (3, 3) and (4, 4) systems; solid line represents the exact
p.d.f., points denote the gamma approximation.

IV. LCR FOR EIGENVALUE RANGE

To measure the eigenvalue spread, the condition number
(Al/Am) is sometimes used. We prefer to consider the eigen-
value range in this work as the condition number can have
infinite mean when NR = NT. Related results in [19][20]
show that

E(-) = 1 (9)

which demonstrates the tendency of the inverse minimum
eigenvalue to become long tailed. Hence we consider the
eigenvalue range, defined as u A1- Am. In order to proceed
analytically, we require the p.d.f of the eigenvalue range u.

Firstly, we integrate the joint density function of the eigen-
values (2) serially, to obtain the joint density function of
the largest and smallest eigenvalue (f(A1, Am)) only. Then,
replace Am by (Al- u), and the joint density function of A1
and u is acquired.

f(Al, a) f(Al, Am)l AAi-u (10)
Finally, we obtain the marginal density of u by integration
over A1. Due to space constraints, we only show the p.d.f of
u for the (4, 4) case as an example:

fu(4,4) (u)
I

e-3 u5 +5e-3 u2- 5e-u U3

1 -2uu 8 + e-2u u4 +2e-3u 4 -u2
~ u±e Lt+2e e± uu

144

+12uu6 2e-uu4- 10e-2 uU2 +5e-3uu3
48

_ 5 -1-3u 6 _ 1 -2u 6--e u ±-e _ e a 11
3 48 8

Since it has been shown that each eigenvalue can be
approximated by a gamma variable [14], we extrapolate and
propose approximating the eigenvalue range, a, by a gamma.
This hypothesis is verified by fitting u by a gamma for (3, 3)
and (4,4) cases using the method of moments. For instance,
the first two moments of u for the (4,4) case are 9.5223 and
98.2506, so Var(u)=7.5767. Using the method of moments we
fit the gamma distribution with shape parameter r = 11.9675
and scale parameter 0 = 1.2568. In Fig. 3 we show the exact

distribution and the gamma approximation for the (3,3) and
(4, 4) cases.
We can therefore approximate the LCR by applying (3)

directly. Since first and second moments can be calculated
exactly, r and 0 can be computed for use in (3). The only
remaining parameter needed is R"(0). To find the ACF, we
utilize a certain stochastic differential equation (SDE) derived
by Bru [21]. This equation was modified in [1] to apply to the
eigenvalues of Wishart matrix W where the elements of H
follow the Jakes process. The resulting SDE is

d(tAi(t)) = (n + Si(t))dt + 2V/tAidB2(t)
where

- A(t) + Ak(t)

k=i Ai(t) - Ak(t)'

(12)

(13)

the A (t) are the time varying eigenvalues and Bi(t) is the
driving Brownian motion process of the SDE. Since u A1-
Am, we have du- dA1 -dAm, and hence (12) can be extended
to form a new SDE for u:

d(tu(t)) = (Si(t) - Sm(t))dt
+2 /tA1(t)dB, (t) - 2 VtAm (t)dBm (t) (14)

Using the standard Euler approximation, the SDE above is
approximated for small time incrementss, T, by

(t + r)'u(t + T) - tU(t) (Si(t) - Sm(t))7
+2 /tA(t)(B1 (t + T) - B1 (t))

-2 tAm(t)(Bm (t + T) - Bm (t)) (15)

Multiplying (15) by U(t) an taking expectation gives, after a
little algebra:

t TUE[u(t)u(t+T) t E[ (t)] + E[u(t)(Sj (t)-Sm(t))]
(16)

The normalized ACF for u(t) is therefore

tTE [U2 ( + tTET[u(t) (Si (t) - Sm (t))]-E[U(t)]2
R,, (T)-Var[u(t)]

(17)
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As in [1 ] we must look at the particular time point t

Tr[Jo(27rfDT) -I]-1 in (17) for the SDE to match the case

of interest, where elements of H follow the Jakes process.

This gives

I+2,7r2f%)T2E[u(t)(SI(t) Smn(t)) U(t)2]
Ru (T)
1-1-1

+Var[u(t)j
Following, [l] the ACF of the underlying, Gaussian process is

RQr) R,,(T) and so we obtain

R"(0)
2r2f2T2E[u(t)(Si(t) Srn (t)) U(t)21 19

Var[u(t)]
The value of R" (0) is calculated and then applied in the

gamma LCR formula (3), which results in a gaood fit to the

simulated eigenvalue range LCR. The comparison between

analytical results and simulations (3,3) and (4,4) cases are

shown below.

V. SIMULTANEOUS OUTAGE RATE FOR EIGENVALUES

It is assumed that the 'in eigenmodes inherent in a MIMO

system can be crudely approximated as independent random

processes in parallel. One may assigin arbitrary threshold levels

(different or identical) on each of them to indicate outage. We

say the system enters the "outage" state when none of the

eig,enmodes is above the assigned threshold. To approximate

how often such a situation occurs, the simultaneous crossing,

rate of the eigenmodes is required. In fact, this occurs when-

ever an eigrenmode down-crosses its threshold while all other

eigenmodes are already below their own thresholds. Hence,

we can express the simultaneous crossing, rate as follows:

LCRA1.jAI,TA1,-. TA,)

m m

S-1 LCR,A, (TA,) Hl Prob(Ak < TAk)
i=1 k$4i

(20)
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Fig. 4. The LCR of eigenvalue range for (3,3) and (4.4) systems. Solid line

represents analytical approximiations and points denote simulation results.
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Fig. 5. The AFD of eigenvalue range for (3,3) and (4,4) systems. Solid line

represents analytical approximations and points denote simulation results.

Note this is virtually an application of the formula derived in

[22], since eigenmodes can be viewed as multiple links con-

figured in parallel. The formula needs the LCR for individual

eigenvalues, which is readily available (4). For the simultane-

ouis AFD, which measures how long, on average that multiple
eigenvalues stay below their thresholds simultaneously, it is

straightforward to show that:

AFDA,.m(A,...A,TA i TA,,), FJ1k <TAk)

LCRA1,..A. Ti A,
(21)

The simulation results for 2-transmit or 2-receive antenna

systems (m 2) are presented below. We select a set of

arbitrary pairs of thresholds for the two eigtenvalues. For ease

of demonstration, we only show selected LCR and AFD results

for (2,2) and (2,4) systems (Figrs. 6-9). The agrreement between

analytical approximations and simulated values are roughly

acceptable. Note that the approximation is motivated by the

fact that the ecienvalues, although not independent, are only

weakly correlated.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The temporal behavior of MIMO channel metrics is im-

portant for system design. In this paper, we have presented

methods for calculating, approximate LCRs and AFDs for three

different MIMO channel metrics. Firstly, the y,2-distribution
nature of the eigenvalue sum leads to a simple LCR formula,

which only requires a knowledge of the number of antennas,

Doppler frequency and threshold level. Next, we analyzed the

first order statistics of the eigenvalue range, and derived its

autocorrelation in order to calculate LCR. Finally, a crude

approximation to the simultaneous crossingr rate for multiple

eigrenvalues is given. All these results seem to be promising
due to their agreement with simulations. Nonetheless, some

future work may be needed to improve their accuracy, or to

investigate time-variations of other channel metrics.
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Fig. 6. The simultaneous LCR of both eigenvalues in a (2.2) system. Solid
line represents analytical approximations and points denote simulation results.

Fig. 9. The approximate simultaneous AFD for two eigenvalues in a (2,2)
system. The mesh plot shows AFD at any arbitrary pair of threshold levels.
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